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,,'ABSTRACT: Two soluble high-performance polyimides, poly(BCPOBDA/DMMDA) and poly(ODPA/ .
I DMMDA), in CHCla at 25 °C have been studied using laser light scattering. We found that the z-average

.: radiUS of gyration «RJ) can be scaled to the weight-average molecular weight (Mw) as (R,) (nm) = 4,95
; x 10-2Mwo.s2 and (R.) (nm) = 1.25 x 10-2Mwo,66 respectively for poly(BCPOBDA/DMMDA) and poly(ODPA/
Z DMMDA), indicating that poly(ODP A/DMMDA) in CHC~ at 25 °C has a more extended chain conformation

than polY(BCPOBDA/DMMDA), Using the wormlike chain model approach, we found that the Flory
characteristic ratios (C.) of poly(BCPOBDA/DMMDA) and poly(ODPA/DMMDA) are -20 and -31,

.j respectively, indicating that both of then1 have a slightly extended chain conformation in comparison, '
!! with typical flexible polymer chaim, such 8S polystyrene, whose C. is -10, A combination of the weight- ..

;/ average molar mass (Mw) with the translational diffusion coefficient distributions (G(D)) has led to D,: " ,
! (cm2/s) = 3,53 x 10-4M-O.579 and D (cm2/s) = 4.30 x lO:-W-O61S respectively for two soluble high- -'
;l performance polyimides, poly(BCPO~DA/DMMDA) and poly(ODPA/DMMDA), in CHC~ at 25 °C. Us~

(~; these-two calibrations, we have successfully characteri~ed the molar mass distributions of the two
,', polyimides from their corresponding G(D)s, The exponents of these two calibrations further confirm that

both of the polyimides have a slightly extended coil chain conformation in CHCls, The chain flexibility
difference between these two polyimides has also been discussed,

Introduction .:;~i;;;:~~~',':~ ;:i6f.~ f::::~._i,f,..!;,~~j "','; c' '" ,-, ':',:," "co CHJ ,.CH]

Polyi~des, in particular. those de~ved fro~ fully ~~O~O~CO)*CH.-rn
aromatIc monomers, represent a very 1mportant class
ofhigh-perfonna.nce synthetic polymers because of their "..., .
excellent mechanical, optical, and chemical properties. I and poly[3,3 ,4,4 -oxydl(phthal1c anhydnde)/2,2-dl-
It is well known that a fully thennoimidizedpolyimide methyl-4,4'-methylenedianiline] , tenDed poly(ODPA/
is ridim'a11y insoluble in common organic solvents. On DMMDA), with a similar structure of
the 'one hand,' this insolubility leads to chemical resis-

;~#~; oh"the'~ther ha~d,this ins~lubility be.comes a CH3 CH3

m8Jorobstat1el~studY1ngthesolutlonpropertles,such
t N'OC:-r(31 r'C)Ico, 3~ ~ 1"0as the ch?infleXibilit:Y and conformation. In the past, ~c J.~o-J~, JI-'Q;-CHi~~:

the solutIon propertIes and molecular parameters of co .

these insoluble polyimides had to be estimated from
their precursor, e.g., poly(amic acid) fonned by the first- It is worth noting that poly(BCPOBDAlDMMDA) has
stage reaction of an aromatic diamine with an anhy- two flexible ether linkages in its repeating unit, while
dride. This approach has some intrinsic and serious poly(ODPAlDMMDA) has only one. Both of them are
proble~, including polyelectrol.i'te effects and the chain soluble in organic solvents such as chlorofonn (CHCls),
rigidity difference between a poly(amic acid) and its dichloromethane (CH2CI2), and dimethylacetamide
correspon4i!lgpQlYimide chain,2-4 Moreover, infonna- (DMAc). This enhanced solubility provides us with an
tion obtained from the Study of those soluble poly(amic opportunity to directly study their solution properties.
acids) can be s~roIigly irifluenced by both the nature of The Mark-Houwink equation of poly(BCPOBDAlDM-
iInidaza~,on and the reversible reaction.5 MDA) in CHCla at 25 °C, namely [77] = 1.27 x 10-IW,60,

In order to tailor a PQlyimide to satis~ various specific has been previously established.6
requirements in industry, a careful examination and As for the characterization of the molar mass distri-
con~l ofit$chain co~onnation are ofgreat.impo~.ce' butions of soluble polyirnid~s, size exclusion chroma-
PractIcally, a cOr:rel~tIO~ bet~e~n the cham fleXlbllity t.9graphy (SEC; also known as GPC) is often used.3
and bulkpropertjes ~s ~~ll mlssmg. Rece~tl>:, we have However calibrating a SECcolumn is rather difficult.
~ad;e two $ol,uble .}?igh.penormance polYlm1des, poly- M ' h bli' h dl 'b '

I b d[l,4'-bis(3,4-carboxyphenoxy)benzene dianhydride/2,2'- .oreove~, eac esta .s e C8I ratIon c~ ony e,use
dimethyl-4,4'-methyle~~di~e], tenned poly(BCPOB- m a partIcul~r SEC mst:ument. Receni;ly, couphng.a
DAlDMMDA) with a struCture of s~al~-angle light ~cat.~~g.detector,with S~ has, m

, pnncIple, solved this calIbration problem. In this report,

we will focus on the solution properties of poly(B-
.To whom correspondence should be addressed. CPOBDAlDMMDA) and'poly(ODPAID~A) and show
t The Chinese Un~verBity of H?ng Kong: an alternative laser light scattering method for the
* Changch~ Instltute of Applied Chemlstry, ,
* Abstract published in Aduance ACS Abstracts; October 1, charactenzation of molar mass distnbutlons of soluble

1996. polyimides,
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Table 1. Summary of Static Laser Light Scattering :\ 7~~ -"
Results of-Poly(BCPOBDA/DMMDA) andPoly(ODPA/ ,':r:~'.o;f;,+, 10

DMMDA) in CHCI-o ,. ;,;~ ,) :~: NbI)

~~on Mwi,f(!;!mol) (R.) (nm) A2 (mol'cm3/g2) l (nm) C. ,." i 0

BD-l 3.4~ x 10fi 39 9.2 x 10-4 1.5 20 ~ ~
BD-2 2.15,x 10fi 301.2 x 10-3 1.5 20' ~ 10-3 ~~ ~
BD-3 1.24'" 10fi 25 !.6 x 10-3 1.7 22 '"'"'

BD-4 9.04 x 10. 20 "2.3 X 10-3 1.6 21 -..
BD-5 5.07.,)( 10. 14 : 2.8 x 10-3 1,4 19 <

;, :OD-1 3.00~ 10" 1-' "9.0 x 10-. 2.4 32
OD-2 2.5Q'.x 10' 11 '1.0 x 10-3 2.2 30 10-4
OD-3 1.80 x 10' <lQ 1.2 x 10-3 2.4 32 106

OD-4 1.15 x 10' <10 1.4 x 10-3 2.5 33 Mw / (g/mol)
4 Relative errors: Mw :::5%; <R.), :::10%; A2, :::15%; I and C_,. ..:%:15%. FIgure 4. Double-ioganthmlc plot of A2 vs Mw for poly-

(BCPOBDAlDMMDA) (0) and poly(ODPAlDMMDA) (D) where
2 the lines respectively represent the least-squares fittings of

10 A2 (mL'moVg'l) = 5.42 x 10-1Mw-O.49 andA2 (mL'moVg'l) = 1.10

x 10-lMw-0.49

~ ---/-~-:~::: 0 .48
" 101 0 a ~~~ I,sornr:l' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0.36 :"'~ .(\
V ~ ,..., C',

~ ' ~ < 0 G" 0.90 ' ,
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Figure S.Double-logarithmic plot of (Rg), versus Mw for poly- 0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00

(BCPOBDAlDMMDA) (0) andpoly(ODPAlDMMDA) (D), wherethe solid lines represent the least-squares fitting of (R ), (nm) tl ms
= 4.~5. x lO-2Mwo.fi2 an~ (Rg), (nm) = 1.25 x 10-'MwO.6&, Figure 5, Typical measured intensity-intensity time cor-
re!~ectlvel~... For comp.anson, the Mwdepende~ce of (R.) for relation function G(2!(q,t) for poly(BCPOBDA/DMMDA) in
polystyrene In toluene1s also plotted (dashed bnEl). CHCIs at 8 = 200 and T = 25 °C. The inset shows the line-
L(l ) . th .;, 1 h 1 d ..width distributionG(f) calculated from the Laplace inversion

=n u c~s ~ qon~ur engt ; u an n (=MwiMo) are ofG(2!(q,t). "

the projected length of the monomer unit and the
avemge: ~~~~er -?f ~qnomer units on each chain, plot the previously detennined Mw dependence of (Rg)
re~pe~tivelx.;",~or.,pply(BCPOBDAlDMMDA), lu -2.5 for polystyrene in toluene. It shows that for the same
and M~ = 59~ gfmol, and for poly(ODPAlDMMDA), lu molecular weight the two polyimides have a more
-2..0 n~and,Mo:::;500 g/mol, Strictly speaking, n = extended chain confonnation.
(MzIMw)(¥.lMo) because (Rg) from static LLS is a Figure 4 shows a double-logarithmic plot of A2 vs Mw
z-average.d ~~rameter. Using this mod~l~ we first for the two pol~mid~s in CHC13 at 25 °C. The lines
calculatedl using the measured (Rg) ~nd the calculated represent the least-squares fittings of A2 (mL'mol/g2)
L, and then the Flory charact~ristic ratio (C. = (21/10) = 5.42 x 10-1Mw -0,49 and (A2) (mL'mol/g2) = 1.10 x

-1), w1:lere,Jo is the average bond length.13 The 10-1Mw-o..6 respectively for poly(BCPOBDAlDMMDA)
estimated values of 1 and CM of the polyimide fractions and poly(ODPAlDMMDA). The exponent values are
are summapz~d in Table 1,iJ:}dicating that both poly- higher than -0.25 predicted for typical random-coil
(BCPOBDA!P~PA) and poly(ODPAlDMMDA) have polymer chajns,;which ~ay refl~ct that these two
~ more exteJ:}ded chain ,confo~at.ion than tYpical flex- pol~mides have a more e~~4ed chain confonnation
lbl.~ pol~er~,~uc~~~...~9J..y~tY:rene, whose lIS -1 nm. m CHCl3 at room.. temperature. It sho1"'s that poly-
It is w~rth.'nQting,~~tc...f.9.rp~ll(BCPOBDAlDMMDA), (ODPAlDMMDA) m CHCia has a m~ch smallerA2' or,
lu > 1, whe~~ fo+;i?,?1i',9PZ~MMDA), lu < 1. The in other words, poly(ODPA/D~A) is less soluble in
poly(ODPA(pM~?j!PXt~P!~F even mo.re extE;nd,ed CHCls,than poly(BCPOBDA/DMMDA), w¥c;pmay ~e
beca~e~.~ 1S-,~~)~~~.. ft~~?le ~ther hnkage. In its :elated to the fact that thepoly(OPP A/D~A) ,cham
repe$t:, ~t',r:"~.-: eXtended cham confonnatlon is lS more extended. .
e-xpe~~4,~ca~~:9~,~ijgid liroma~c~oups in their. Fi~re 5 ~how~ a typical pl?t of the ~easur~inten-
backbones. ., 'T ..' ci slty-mtens1ty tune correlat1on function for poly(B-

Figure 3 showsa::~1ipl.e-logarithinic plot of (Rg)z vs CPOBDAlDMMDA) in CHCls a~ 8 = 20° and T ""= 25
M w for the two polyfmides in CHC13at 25 °C. The solid °C. The inset shows a typical G<r) calCulated froIXi 0(2)-
line represe~~~e,least-squares fittings of (Rg)z (nm) (t.q) using ~e,Laplace inversi°1.l program (CONTIN).14
= 4.95 x 10 2Mwo,~ for poly(BCPOBbAIDMMDA). For On the basIS of eq 4, we detennmed the average values
comparison, we 8;lso list two data points of the OD-1 of.{D),<f), and (k~ from the q and C dependence of the
and OD-2 samples,: ,The exponent value indicates that average line width (r) [= roO(r)r dr]. The results are
the poly(B.C~?BDAlDMMDA;) chai~ ha~ a random-~oil summ~rized in Table .2. The values of <f) (-0.1) agree
confortnati6nm C~CI3 at 25 C. This coli confonnatlon well wIth those predIcted for a random-coil polymer
can be attri~uted to the flexible ether linkages .in. its chain in a good solvent.10.11 The small values of (kD)
mono~er.uro,t. Poly(OD~AlDMMDA)sh~wsa slII111ar (-20 mlJg) are expected because kd = 2AzJ..'t:w -CD-
behaVIor m CHCls at 25 C. For companson, we also N AR'h3IMw, and for A2 > 0, the thermodynamic tenn
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Table 2. _SllmmAry of ~ic;L~er Light Scattering Results and Molar Mass Distributions of Poly(BCPOBDAI
DMMDA) and Poly(ODPAlDMMDA) in CHC-,"

fr~ction Mw (g/mol) (kD) (mUg) </) (D) (cm2/s) <Ri)/(Rh) .'(Mw)cllcd (g/mol) M./Mn MwiMn
BD-I 3.45 x 105 -20: --0.1 1.93 x 10-7 1,8 -3.28 x 105 1.9 2.45
BD-2 ._.~.1-5 x 106 :--20 ',,-0.1 2.57 x 10-7 1.9 1.95 X 105 1.85 2.3
BD-3 ' 1.24 x 105 ,; -18' '-0.1 3.19 x 10-7 2.0 :' 1.45 x 105 1.9 2.2
~D-4 9.05 x 10. -16 -0.1 4.39 x 10-7 2.0 :, 8.20 x 10. -1.9 2.0
BD-5 5.07 x 10. -17 -0.1 5.82 x 10-7 2.0 5.17 x 104 'J 1.7 1.9

OD-1 3.00 x 104 -20 -0.1 7.32 x 10-7 2.1'; 2.87 X 104 1.6 1.7
OD-2 -2.50 x 104 -20 -0.1 8.15 x 10-7 2.0 .2.55 X 10. 1.5 1.6
OD-3 -1.80 X 104 -18 -0.1 9.15 X 10-7 ., i' 1.86 x 104 1.3 1.35
OD-4 1.15 x 10. -18 -0.1 1.33 xlO-s -; " ..1.13 x 104 1.3 1.3

a Relative errors: Mw, :f:5%; (D), :cl%; (Ri)/(Rh), :clO%; M.lMn, :*=10%. :" " ~

,,' ; ;'.' ,'.
';-".:."f:.;;,' 2.00
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FiPre 6. Translational diffiision coefficient distributions Figure 8. Double-logarithmic plots of (D) versus Mw for poly-
G(D) of five poly(BCPOBDAlMMDA) fractions in CHCl3 at T (BCPOBDA/DMMDA) (0) and poly(ODPA/DMMDA) (0), where
= 25 °C. ~ , the solid lines respectively represent the least-squares fittings

of (D) (cm2/s) = 2.28 x 10-4Mw-o,564 and (D) (cm2/s) = 3.86 x
3.20 10-4Mw-o.82. For comparison, we also plot the data of poly sty-

-:'..:~ .:~,':' --.:;' .0: OD.! rene in toluene (dashed line).
[:£"~:"!1:"!ff~ 0' OD-2
."Ji':", -r':;..1':;;;~ 2.40 .; OD-3 coil chain conformation in solution. It is worth noting
'.'~'-,"'.':,':' ':";" a: OD.4 that for poly(BCPOBDA/DMMDA) in CHC13 (Rg)/(Rh)

B 1.60 increases slightly asMw decreases. This is understand.
';~;::;":;'" 0 ~b~e because a polymer chain becomes more rigid when
-',- , -It IS short.

~:!~:~.~~:~,::;;.,:~..; 0.80 Figl,lre 8 s~ow~ a double-logarithmic plot of (D) ve:sus
, .'Mw. The sohd lines represent the least-sqares fittIngs

,..'" '.' "': L 0:00'7 of (D) = (kD)Mw-(ao) with (kD) = 2.28 x 10-4 and (aD) =
iri F..~:". ; 10 0.554 for poly(BCPOBDAlDMMDA) and (kD) = 3.86 x
.'" " cm s 10-4 and (aD) = 0.620 for poly(ODPA/DMMDA), where

() means that the values of(kD) arid (o.D) were obtained
Figure 7. TranslatIonal dIffusIon c~ffiC1e:nt dIstnbutIons from (D) and Mw rather than frOm D and M for
G(D) of five poly(ODPA/DMMDA) fractIons In CHCIs at T = d.. F 1 (BCPOBDA/DMMDA)25 °C mono Isperse specIes. or po y ,

.the v~lue of (aD) = 0.554 further indicates that it has a
(2A~w) is partially canceled by the hydrodynamic tenn random-coil chain conformation, while forpoly(ODPA/
(C~ARh3/Mw), where CD is a positive constant. 11 More- DMMDA) the slightly higher value of (o.D) = 0.620

over, the partial specific volume also lowers the values implies that its chain is more extended in CHC13 at T
of kd. For these two polyimides in CHC13, f ~ Dq2 :., = 25 °C. For comparison, we have al80 plotted the Mw
because (1 + kdC)(1 + !<Rg2)zq2) '" 1, which can be used dependence of (D) for polystYrene in toluene (the dashed
to convert G(f) ~o G(D), ,," line). It shows that for the same molar mass, polysty-

Figures 6 and 7 respectively show translational rene has a smaller hydrodynamic radius than the two
diffusion coefficient distributions G(D) of five poly- p9.lyirnides, indicating a relatively more extended chain
(BCPOBDAlDMMDA) fractions and four poly(ODPAI confopn~ti9no(the two polyimides. Theoretically, with
DMMDA) fractions. From each G(D), we can calculate the~ecalibr~tions, G(D) can be transformed into a molar

;I a hydrodynamic radius distribution, fiRh), and the mass distribution, e.g:,.a differential weight distribution
:.~; avera~e hydrodynamic r~dius: (Rh) [=.fOfiR.:o)Rh dRh], of IX).olax mMs',fJM>.. 'rhe principle is outlined as

"'", by USIng the Stokes- Emstem equatIon, D = kBTI follows. In staticLLS, when C -0 and q -0
" (6.1r71Rh), where kB, T, and 1/ are the Boltzmann constant,

':':. the ab~olute temperature, and the solvent visc~sity, ,'~f Rw(8)~ (1) ~ [;fw(M)M dM (5)
D respectIvely. Thl!values of (D) and <Rg)/(Rh) are hsted 0

:.~:., in Ta?le 2~ It-is kI'l()wn tha~ the ~tio of the radius ~f On the other hand in dynamic LLS
"'.-, gyration to thehydrodynamlc radIus reflects the chaIn '

!)~ conformatiori. The rai.io$ of (Rg)/(Rb) are close to the -"', : I
:',~, v~1~e(~1.84).pr.edi~te~!orrandom.coil pol~er chains (E(t)E*(O»t-o = Jo G(r) dr oC(l} (6)

'.:;' Wltn'a po1ydis_perslty mdex-ofMwiMn '" 2 m a good; ..,'
'i~' solveht,'1&iridicatirig that these two polyimides have a A co~parison of eqs 5 and 6 leads to ,,"
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J::G(r) dr DC j[G(D) dD DC j[fw{M)M dM (7)' ;i").- t

~
where G(r) ~ G(D). Equation 7 can be rewritten as S

-0

!;G<D)Dd(lnD)DCj[fw(M)M2ddnM) (8) ~
where d(ln D) cc d(ln'M). Therefore "ffi 0.50

"0-0.6.13
J" (M)M2 DC G<D)D J" (M) DC Q~' ; 0.25
Iw or Iw M2 (9) 1,50 3,00 4..50 6,00 7,50

~ 110~
..WIth a paIr of kD and aD, we can convert D to M andG(D) to fw(M). One of the ways to verify such a!Dolar Figure 9. Plot of ERROR v~rsus kD at different values of aD,

mass distribution is to calculate its weight-average where
~ol,~r mass! (lI.{w)calcld, and ~hen compare it with Mw , .1 N [Mwi -(M") ]2dIrectly measured from statIC LLS. According to the ERROR = -I ,W,' ealcd

definition of Mw and using eq 9, we have N i=I Mw,i

fo":'fw(M)MdM kD}/IlDfo-G(D) dD c. 1,40

(Mw)calcd = = (10) ,
J;Fw(M) dM j[G(D)DI/IlDdD .::: 1,05 "",i

"' Our previous studies showed that using (~D) and (q.D) 6 0.70

instead of ktJ artd aD could introduce a J~rge error in ...!
the calculated molar mass distribution;.l6~18 In this 0,35
study, we also found that when (kD) and (dD) are used
instead of kD and aD,'(Mw);;'lcd is -20-30% lower than
Mw. Therefore, we have to adopt another way to find 0,00 ,
kD and aD, namely a combination of static and dynamic 10 10

LLS results (i.e., Mw and G(D» obtained from two or M I (gmol)
more polyimide fractions. F. 10 D ' ffi t ' 1 ' h d ' .b . fF N 19ure .1 eren la welg t lstrl utlons 0 molar mass

or -number samples, we have N-number me,asured of five poly(BCPOBDA/DMMDA) fractions, where the symbols
Mw and G(D), denoted as Mw,i and Gi(D), where l = 1 to are the same as in Figure 6.
N. By assuming a pair of kD and aD and using eq 10,
we can obtain N-number (Mw,i)ca1cd'S. For a given 2,00
polymer sample, (Mw,i)calcd should equal Mw,i' if both kD
and aD are correctly chosen. Practically, by iterating 1.50
kD and aD, we can find a pair of correct kD and aD to
make (Mw,Jcalcd = Mw,i and minimize the right side of ~e 1.00

N 1M - (M ) ]2 ..J
1 w i w i calcd

ERROR = -~' '- (11) 0,50
N1=1 Mw,i

In this way, we have avoided the polydispersity problem 0.0010' 10 10
and used Mw as a constraint in the calculation.Figure 9 shows a typical plot of the ERROR versus M I (g/mol)
kD at different values of aD for poly(BCPOBDAfDM- Figure 11. Differential weight distributions of molar mass
MDA). An overall minimum clearly defines a pair of offour polY(o:DP~MMDA) fractions, where the symbols are
kD and aD which leads to a calibration between D and the same as m FIgure 7.

M for monodisperse species. Using this method, we
found that kD = 3.53 x 10-4 and aD = 0.579 for poly- weight-average molar mass (Mw)calcd and polydispersity
(BCPOBDAlDMMDA) and kD = 4.30 x 10-4 and aD = index Mv/Mn, which are also listed in Table 2. (Mw)calcd'S
0.613 for poly(ODPAlDMMDA). It is worth noting that agree resonably with Mw's directly from static LLS. The
the scaling constant 0,[1/] in the Mark- Houwink- values of Mv/Mn (.s2) are within the range predicted for
Sakurada equation is -0.6-0.7. Therefore, 3aD -1 ~ polymers made by polycondensation. However, the
0,[1/] just as predicted by Flory for a random-coil chain values of MwiMn also indicate that the fractionation of
in a good solvent, indicating that both of the polyimides polyCBCPOBDAlDMMDA) is less effective than that of
have a coil chain conformation and the poly(ODPAI polyCODPAlDMMDA),whichmaybe due to the fact that
DMMDA) chain is more extended because its aD is poly(BCPOBDAlDMMDA) is more soluble in CHCla
slightly higher than that predicted for a random-coil than poly(ODPAlDMMDA).
chain in good solution. Using these two calibrations, .we converted each G(D) into a corresponding fw(M). ConclusIon

Figures 10 and 11 respectively show differential Laser light scattering studies of two soluble polyim-
weight distributions of molar mass, fW<M), of different ides, poly(BCPOBDAlDMMDA) and poly(ODPAlDM-
fractions ofpoly(BCPOBDAlDMMDA) and poly(ODPAI MDA), have shown that both polyimides have a slightly
DMMDA). From each fw(M), we can calculate its extended coil conformation in CHCl~ at 25 °C. The
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